
This is a partially cleaned up machine translation (Google Translate) of the first third of the 
lawyers for Chen Guangcheng’s statement to the court. Refer to the original Chinese text (attached) 
to get the details. While the machine translated text is obscure in places, the story comes through 
clearly enough.  
 
Chen Guangcheng Defender Li Jinsong Defense Lawyer Written Statement   
 
Yinan Country People's Court, the presiding judge : 
 
According to the "Law on Attorneys" and the "Criminal Procedure Law" rule, the Yitong Law 
Office of Beijing accepted  Cheng Guangcheng’s request for legal representation and has 
assigned me to represent him. As defender, in pretrial I examined a lot of case materials,listen to 
the parties to the case statement, in spite of the possible dangers related to the 
investigation.involved in this case in the court, it is presented to the court in accordance with the 
following provisions : a written defense,  
 
I. The lawyer asserts :The prosecution alleges that the two can not be established. 
 
Chen Guangcheng is a defender of the legal rights of Chinese citizens , and simply because uphold 
conscience and justice, the dignity of the Family Planning Law and the legal of the women who 
have been harmed and their families, and exposing corrupt officials from the local government 
family planning illegal acts of barbarism, he has been persecuted for more than a year.  
It is not Chen Guangcheng  who has violated the law, it is those corrupt official who use the 
method of hooligans in the name of upholding the law who are breaking the law! 
 
Second, describe in detail their views, the lawyers in the case that it is necessary to look at the 
following background information. 
 
A. 2005 spring, the province ranked lowest in the work of family planning. Linyi City corrupt 

officials to carry out a "brutal violations of family planning campaign of violence." They 
adopted the "guilt by association"."Office study classes" so arresting innocent detainees 
beaten a lot of rural women of childbearing age and their families. Women with sticks 
forcing them to do push-ups, forcing more than 60-year-old pro-beaten opponent's face each 
other brother and sister, and so on. 

 
July 9, 2004 the Chinese Communists Linyi city party committee,Linyi city government 

issued (PLC [2004] 18) "on the decision to strengthen the population and family planning 
work,"IPPF is a brutal campaign in Linyi, and the originator basis. 

February 14, 2005, and again in Linyi city government issued official documents issued by 
the effect that the quality of the people is overestimated.not in accordance with the law, we must 
adopt a more hard-line traditional means. 

In March 2005, nine counties in Linyi City, a large-scale family planning campaign of 
violence, arrests, beatings, customs, forced sterilization.mandatory abortions, running study 
classes, learning admission fee. 



IPPF illegal movement of the brutal violence is extremely dissatisfied with the victims, many 
of the victims wishing v. hunts.therefore found Chen Guangcheng, tearfully who suffer from a 
variety of grievances and suffering.End of how to listen to women victims of humiliation, painful 
experiences, in August 2005, Chen Guangcheng, a friend to help.a number of scholars and lawyers 
Teng Biao Linyi related violations against corrupt officials conducted a survey of local 
governments.and release findings on the Internet. 

(Report, Teng Biao lawyer to disclose the investigation to the district government in Linyi, 
Shandong, and human rights violations of women's reproductive rights : the facts 

 
1, Mengyin County Crib Town female head Ting give commands like the winter hit.She and 

the other two were arrested five or six hitmen over, the 70-year-old woman, put Liuyuancheng go 
to a village yard.hit him head with a broomstick, broom three shattered; after using palm punched 
and slapped him. 5:00,He will be detained in houses, and let him sitting on the cement floor, 
having both her legs stretch out and give it Ting consists lead to the victim's legs and feet.It 
consists of them consists, in the fight face-face with cold water poured on his head after the assault. 
Liu said : "You hit me,I will sue you! "Ting held declares :" You go on the bar, also on the trip to 
the county seat to Linyi divisions still.You will be killed 10,000 yuan! "Chen Guangcheng rights 
defenders, said :" I was standing on the sides of this river.River on the other side of the ongoing 
large-scale crime, you can not stop it.kind of unspeakable suffering. the power of one person is too 
small. " 

2, the county charges Liangqiu summer Ravine Village town houses, said Xia Zhong,"Three 
husband were veterans to give me a call, you do not, you Sanyi (by Long,arrest) on the inside had 
been killed. March 11, I was forced to come back, then seven months pregnant, was forced to fight 
oxytocin injectionsAmong the dozen kids abortion, at 9:00 on the 13th, a sterilization, ligation, 
four aunt was not released. " 

3.Ma Village Liangqiu County in the town of villagers spent Song Hau said : "My brother 
(aged 65) was captured,IPPF officers used rubber batons my brother, afterwards, they told me to 
hit him, I said I could not hit my brother, so they allowed him to hit me instead. " 

4, charges the county town Panchiao villagers Pei Jinglan :"a man from the family planning 
offic (male) used his hands to pull my heel, the most ruthless, terrible. We are painful we all cry, 
the man cried, the women cried. " 

5.Zu Yinan Country Xiashi Duffy village secretary Songxiangrui threat, forcing villagers Hu 
C U.S. ligation.Family Planning stresses helped Yinan Country station DU Feng Ze, deputy 
director Hu also pointed to the U.S.'s nose, saying : C"This group of people (government use of 
thugs) have said, you have to down-down, down-down is also based on the operation table! 
"6.Some local villagers, including health personnel are apt to blows.While saying "you will be 
killed and buried costs 10,000 yuan (some say 20,000). "This is the word used by the majority of 
perpetrators. Sometimes,They do not fight the "just shout at us, the three generations of ancestors 
scolded.  

"7, the local government has sponsored a so-called study classes,The first step is grasping 
classes. Before the arrests.Several classes only township government offices or empty. IPPF is 
usually 45 (IPPF paper alleged,absolutely not limited governor, the Family Planning Commission, 
helped by official personnel, but they include the sub-piece of all cadres,and the hired thugs 
robbing participate), over a period of time is more than 30, took a two or three-four vehicles.in the 



middle of the night, in broad daylight, at dawn before being beaten you should refrain from doing 
devilish things, do not lock Zamen, illegally reentering, windows,one who holds the door. Elders 
said that such a scene. Only when the Japanese aggressors and villages there. "They are also worse 
than the Japanese Devils.  

 
"8.continuing to explore the county charges the town mayor on television openly stated : "we 

prefer to punish 1000 innocent ones rather than let one guilty one go free.” "Mt Linyi City Judicial 
Bureau openly stated :"Family planning is a state policy. Even though the methods are a bit crude, 
as long as someone is not killed or crippled, other punishments do not constitute an offense, 
what’s right is right.. "and if we ask the State Family Planning Commission, their answer is :"This 
is illegal, but we can’t do anything about it. Contact your local prosecutor and let them decide how 
to handle it. "In fact, the National People's Congress, path of appeal leads almost nowhere.  

 
Hu charges County town of the family planning slogan : Village posted “No action after first 

birth, sterilization after the second, if sterilization is refused prosecute”. Exploration costs the 
county town  “Resolutely and severely punish illegal births” there are other places ", and Hit it 
out, force it out, just so long as it is not born, "" If people refuse sterilization, knock down their 
house; if they refuse abortion take away their household goods and cattle.  "  

 
The slogan is popular on family planning : "If you want to drink poison, we won’t snatch the 

bottle away; if you want to hang yourself, we’ll supply the rope", "We’d willingly erect ten new 
tombstones, we just don’t want to an extra person”. "Local officials in Linyi" the basic national 
policy of family planning "hats,To accomplish the higher growth targets, in order to win awards, 
funding and the opportunity to climb to avoid penalties, to avoid the loss of power, all levels of the 
bureaucracy and their muscles into action. aimed at controlling the population, they would use any 
unscrupulous means. )  

 
On August 12, 2005,Chen Guangcheng in Shandong Province couple Yinan Country division 

two after Town's home village were under illegal surveillance. 
 
August 25, Chen Guangcheng house arrest while at the bus, escaped from the village, rushed 

to Shanghai, Nanjing, and traveled to Beijing.Linyi officials in Beijing were repeatedly contain 
several nearly abducted. 

 
September 6 at the friend's home,Chen Guangcheng in Shandong Province was six claimed 

to be public security officers in plainclothes abducted illegally forced into the vehicle.This group 
of people in the car were repeatedly beaten Chen Guangcheng head and face, resulting in a coma 
for several Chen Guangcheng.In the case without any legal procedures, detained in Yinan Country 
Chen Guangcheng, Chen Guangcheng this 26-hour hunger strike in protest. 

 
At 20:06 on the September 7 evening, Chen Guangcheng sent home under close surveillance 

by the police, the computer will be removed.Chen Guangcheng relatives were banned from 
entering the home, Chen Guangcheng complete loss of freedom of movement out of their own 
home. 



 
September 9, Chen Guangcheng telephone lines were cut,.The following day, the cell phone 

signals were disrupted, Chen Guangcheng lost contact with the outside world. 
 
September 14, the villagers SU Yong-jun, Chen was arrested. Su Yong-jun was back that 

evening.Chen was taken into custody; From the evening of September 15, Chen went on a hunger 
strike to protest the detention. 

 
September 15, Hanyandong villagers were arrested and detained on the 13th. 
 
September 19, the State Family Planning Commission spokesman.Secretary judicial Linyi 

family planning to study military issued a statement on the preliminary findings.Linyi City in 
recognition of the individual county family planning work, administrative law does exist,acts 
against the legitimate rights and interests of citizens. Claimed that those who are responsible have 
been "dismissed or detained on file for investigation." 

 
September 23 afternoon, Chen Guangcheng was arrested again, the public security officers 

raided homes in Chen Guangcheng to 22:00. 
September 24 morning, Chen Guangcheng was put restrictions on violence at home continues 

to be illegal imprisonment. 
October 4, and Dr. Li Fang XU ZHIYONG counsel to a village called Chen Guangcheng 

East division.They stopped and beaten by the guards, who had come to see Chen Guangcheng 
rushed out from the door of the family would like to see their own friends,Defense was blocked at 
the gate of the thugs who assaulted. 

 
(Report, Xu Zhiyong Zhiyong testimony) 
 
October 3 :  of the evening, I counsel and Lee Su Bin, Li Fangping lawyers starting to 

Linyi.October 4 morning, we arrived at a hotel Menglianggu villages below,Chen Guangcheng 
Shuangshi Gucun from here where only less than 30 km. We arranged several administrative 
proceedings before parties in the case to discuss legal issues here. Meanwhile,We plan to visit 
Chen Guangcheng. As local government has more than once publicly playing a residential quarters 
in Beijing over hooligans -- not to produce any proof of identity and legal documents openly 
kidnapping Chen Guangcheng.put Chen Guangcheng illegal detention without any legal basis at 
home and so on, but from early September to now,To illegal detention of Chen Guangcheng, a day 
Kok village in Shuangshi "government officials" reached more than 30. 

 
Therefore a citizen called her a personal friend and not subjected to any legal constraints 

actually become the most dangerous and arduous task. for the sake of prudence, We have decided 
to expose all three individuals, I went to the village by the way. 11:40. I borrowed a bike from 
beside the village.riding with State Road 205 to Shuangshi Gucun. Turnout far to see the country 
Shuangshi Kok village junctions have two cars and four or five persons squatted on the roadside.I 
know that it must be a caretaker Chen Guangcheng people. To avoid suspicion.I was walking past 
when they preferred. Beyond the river is about 100 meters.have four or five persons to guard the 



bridge. cross the bridge about 100 meters to the east of the mouth.July 8 village and three cars 
parked individuals, not the way I look at them, directly into the village.  

 
This is a serious suppressed by brute villagesI saw almost every one of the eyes of strangers, 

the villagers have a say about their vigilance and helpless. riding a two-turn in the village.a village 
in front of me, I started wondering whether he is the city's surveillance Chen informer, but he gave 
me a wink so.I probably knew what he meant and he came to the city I am referring to Chen's way. 
At this moment,I thought of an old proverb -- the way to goal. I ride along a small alley Chen 
came to the courtyard in front of a house out of town.I saw the doors closed yard at his home, 
sitting in front of two rows of small benches around nine unidentified people. 

 
Channel alley next to the yard of another, a 40-year-old woman opened a parasols looked like 

sitting there,obviously they jumped. They looked at me to stop, then asked Jinping] said : dry, I 
said to see a friend. no more entangled.I ride through the alley. Then I came back pack.Chen 
Guangcheng prepared to go directly home. But by this time had aroused their suspicion, a few 
people in my blocking the alley,Q Jinping] said : I do, come from, I called friends Chen 
Guangcheng said.from Beijing.  

 
One of the Propaganda Department of the young people over to say hello to me and asked 

where I was from the press.I said it is not news. Circuit individuals over quickly around May 6, I 
went outside to talk. I asked a few people before.Chen Guangcheng Jinping] said : injuries and 
lose things done right, you have to treat him in such a Weishenyao.do not think that this is a bad 
conscience? They do not speak the right, helpless,named Qi Guo, who looked like a double 
chuckle Xihoumen secretary of the township Party committee, no deal, no avail. I said,from your 
facial expression, conscience or speech effective. Daocunkou together with them.I refuse to 
forward. some guarded and surrounded by villagers over, I will continue to give them reason.Li 
Fang told phone with one hand over my identity card.  

 
Some villagers have started to ask those guards.Chen Guangcheng committed Jinping] said : 

in the end? With Jinping] said : treat him in such a way? Chen's mother cried City came before 
me,pulled me to her home. I put up some villagers gathered around the middle, and move forward 
to protect me, they went all out to stop the guards.Guo Qi, secretary of the township Party 
committee which tried to Qiazhe grabbed my arm around my neck.There were stumbling at the 
bottom of my legs with a stick. After thinking about this, really very sad.Is it a secretary of the 
township Party committee must demonstrate the features of triad gangster can show their loyalty 
to their superiors? can be promoted? Jinping] said : This is a kind of strength to wear glasses for a 
party secretaries play an active thugs? I,still constantly shook hands with guards, to remind them 
to say good conscience, let them get out of the way.I look forward so crowded confusion about 20 
meters.  

 
Suddenly, a guard rushed to thugs started beating villagers.Obviously he is a responsible 

cadres, is a deliberate attempt to stir up trouble, in an attempt to create a large-scale conflict.to me 
to frame up charges. I immediately loudly told the villagers, not crowded, abandon all efforts. I am 
back where we started. Just open up a reinforcement of the security guards,jumped 78 men on 



board. opened up a police car, four uniformed police officers over. Then,Li Fang lawyers rushed 
back, we saw proof of identity to the police, they have made the record. Suddenly, the crowd was 
in a tumult.Chen Guangcheng went forward to help her up! I loudly told him I was winning. We 
hugged tightly. endless grievances and anger we have a word for the moment. He Jinping] said : I 
do not look like they will never know. But this time, we hugged tightly, he is my suffering brothers! 
Chen Guangcheng blind since childhood illness. But he read Chinese Medicine, self-laws often 
helped the villagers to protect their interests. He said villagers around cordially to Chen lawyers. 
Linyi since he exposed brutal enforcement of family planning process,He became the target of 
local governments to closely monitor, a few dozen people watched him at the door and villages, 
cut off the telephone at his home. Installation of the jammers makes no cell phone signal in his 
family courtyard. He did not see the world, now, To cover up his illegal act of the local 
government, He completely isolated from the world. Village and to his own people, to the hearts 
of conscience not to negotiate, He once again became victims.  

 
I have read his injuries to his teeth and legs, he was the face of boxing.and bruises on his legs 

fresh contusion,it is loose -- he was hit by the process. This is his familiar home. He can be the 
home of ruffians into a prison, this moment, when he's out of prison, He was inhumane ruffians 
who were beaten. I said Chen Guangcheng care! If you dare to set out charges we absolutely will 
not abide! City lawyers and Chen Li Fang embrace and shake hands and when that happens, they 
barely cracked over the police. To avoid thugs have created confusion.We had to leave the chaotic 
villages. a township cadres and the cadres took us to a town justice. two cadres invited us out for 
dinner. We would also like to communicate our position clear. Their intention is to tell us to leave. 
probably called "carrot" bars, and behind only "soldiers."  

 
Our position is very clear : First,on family planning issues. Christian background, we do not 

agree with some of the country -- the idea of human rights in family planning itself as a serious 
incident,Rather, we can understand the difficulty of the local governments. In fact,If local 
governments to correct their past violations of the chorus, Linyi can correct mistakes.become a 
model law, can turn a bad thing into a good one.  

 
Secondly, Chen Guangcheng liberty on the issue. This prolonged detention of Chen 

Guangcheng has not only illegal and unreasonable. Both sides should make concessions, make a 
proper solution to this matter. We even talk about the initiative and Chen City,persuade him to 
respect China's national conditions, not to speak certain things first, and advised him to calm down. 
Meanwhile,local governments do not always use such a hostile attitude towards blind people 
should also understand him.to relax the restrictions imposed on him.   

 
Thirdly, we have two very simple purpose of this trip is to visit friends.In fact, if we are 

called on Chen Guangcheng, and talk to him.local governments should also be a good thing. But if 
the local government fails to take seriously must rely on violence to solve problems.We also had a 
serious attitude toward the law -- there is no legal basis for detention of Chen Guangcheng. We 
went to see a personal friend as legitimate citizens have no legal obstacles.We had no reason to 
stop. We need to see Chen Guangcheng, one did not see it again. Chen Guangcheng friend until he 
can see so far. Two cadres agreed that the position of leading them out instructions.But no results. 



we do not have to wait.We need Chen Guangcheng their villages.  
 
The officials promised us they sent for him.But in the end only to send a deputy secretary of 

the township Party committee. After the discussion, we have agreed that the position of deputy 
secretary. They also repeatedly asked the leadership, but the other side did not mean any 
concessions. 3:30, we say goodbye.Chen Guangcheng their villages to see him go. We understand 
the position of the three cadres heavy hearts We do not have to persuade the last villages and said 
they could not send us to forgive. From their tone, and we could feel the helplessness they may 
experience. Shuangshi Gucun us to a bus.a car following behind. under the bus, 20 or 30 people 
have gathered to see intersection, like the farmers,more of the people looked like they blocked the 
road leading to the village. May 6 cars parked on both sides of the junction.including two police 
vehicles. It seems that they have done sufficient preparations. We had just reached the 
roadside.Several villagers blocked the road claimed, the two most active pool of accidents, while 
talking about not villages.frontiers of our side. We stood there for them to talk about principles, 
the order is more important than my conscience.They did not speak while listening. one who 
looked like we could not block the road.We have to stand aside. a stalemate,We originally planned 
temporary retreat. in the winter to keep up with a pool of people shoving us.  

 
We roadside next to the police two police report. He said a traffic police, regardless of this, 

and the other simply pretend not to hear, turn his face away. We went to go away from a junction.a 
white car out in front of us, with a black car behind,shoving the local ruffians and hooligans who 
follow far, a glass of wine plurality son constantly answer the phone, Clearly it is in instructions. 
We have failed to reach several hundred meters away out of cars. Then Teng Biao called and I was 
to answer the phone,Suddenly the group to catch up with the local ruffians and hooligans to beat 
us, we were hitting the end of the valley.almost to the water. When again dashed over to the other 
side, Li Fangping -- suddenly stood up screaming : They fight over, There we hit the river! other 
desist. We continue to move forward along the National Road 205.Yazi out after several hundred 
meters to the village, to catch up with another group of hooligans.We were surrounded by fighting. 
Yazi after village in the eyes, I saw four rogue lawyers held down on the ground and put Lee 
Fang,a woman with him, brutally beaten. I was four brutal beatings.Two short hair, wearing plain 
clothes officers trained see clearly. They hit me several times in an attempt to,But I did not fall.  

 
Suddenly, I stand up straight and say, You bars.I refuse any resistance! They fought back 

towards my chest several times and stopped. I could feel thatThis beating was a premeditated plan 
by the time Jinping] said : hard hitting Jinping] said : degreeSome are command. it is quite 
possible that is,That is the scene in front of a white van command vehicle. We were still 
calm.Lane roadside shops to watch the villagers, who were and continue to move forward. a bus 
collided over.We get on the train, ready to Mengyin the opposite direction. But local ruffian 
immediately stopped carsforcing drivers to let us down. Drivers embarrassment, fear of ferocious 
hooligans, we can only get off. It seems thatWe can not leave. We can only follow the direction of 
the original hopes go south. going very far,almost full camouflage fatigues according to a pair of 
police cars parked in the police behind us, obstinately We were brutally onto a police car. Inside 
the van,Wearing a camouflage uniforms to the police by his performance in the face of fierce 
Executive,I often take the opportunity to find a seat behind shoving my side.I could not help but 



look at him to see the Niuguotou to contempt. Xihoumen two trucks would soon come to the town 
police station.We were taken to two separate rooms. really did not expect that 

 
The reason we are actually taken to the police station, "we fight, someone reported that a" 

suspected to cause trouble. ah absurd.Fortunately, we do not seem self-defense, we do not strike 
back, we said it could cause trouble.If self-defense is also the hand of a ghost in this place I am 
afraid we have the games. was getting hard,The so-called "police" not to pursue the attackers, but 
for the victims, in the face of such a criminal PSB,Jinping] said : else can you say? In fact, we are 
very clear that the public security bureau is just beat the triad gang of hooligans.Behind a unified 
command and decision-making, we reported to the Public Security Bureau in the next clumsy 
performance of a sympathetic attitude. However,We are deeply concerned,This triad of 
government into one rogue police bother the people living ah. In fact, the main police station for 
questioning is to stall for time,bother to ask to add to the conflict, the fight was later asked 
someone else together, who is going to accept our station,and so on.  

 
For the beatings process, I detail, and who together,Who told us the following "scuffle" no 

case, I refuse to answer. I thank the officers in charge of interrogation reports upward,then replied 
that Chen Guangcheng can not see the grounds that he was suspected of criminal 
investigation,Moreover, the crime alleged state secrets. In fact, a little knowledge of the law point 
to understand all know,restrictions on freedom of a person in need of legal procedures, local 
governments can limit Chen Guangcheng without any legal procedures,it is only illegal detention. 
I have repeatedly told the police officer -- he is grateful to the police for Chen Guangcheng,If you 
dare Chen Guangcheng conviction, we will not bother and I will pay any price to defend Chen 
Guangcheng,Many lawyers would come. I am sure that your final gaffe. He threatened I might 
want to administrative detention, Let me say some other detention procedures used when signing 
likely I will regret it. "said detention on detainees, 

 
State Compensation detained last serious mistake. "I do put it to you that a pair of 

hooliganism features. I said, not only administrative detainees,bother your choice of disposal. In 
fact, I simply do not care.I am very calm and tolerance from the bottom of their hearts to see their 
poor performance. Later, I know that I have instituted,casually told them in administrative 
detention under criminal detention. and they lament,ah you two really minded. until 3:30, the 
so-called interrogation only came to an end,Let me sign interrogation procedures. However, we 
are running out of time and out of the police station remained closed.The reason is to "protect our 
personal safety."If the past 12 hours they found a reason to restrict our liberty,The next time we 
encounter is completely illegal detention. the office did not have a bed,  Li Fang in an adjacent 
sofa to sleep for several hours a night nowadays have turned high-tech. 6:00 until dawn,cell phone 
before they give it to me, has always been turned off. I propose that we should look at Chen 
Guangcheng, the other side simply acting.that if we want to go on while we go out of the police 
station. )  

 
(appended, the testimony of Ms. Ms. Liang Xiaoyen : 
On October 24. Chen Guangcheng wife's friends home from overseas to visit Chen 

Guangcheng, Chen Guangcheng husband out and meet friends.guards banned, Chen Guangcheng 



was beaten by local cadres and thugs, bloody right eye corner spot were injured,Points mob 
beating sun still often have pain, leg sustained almost permanent disability. 

 
(Report, Liang Xiaoyen testimony : 
On June 24 a little past 10:00, I am my friend when to visit Cheng Guangcheng’s home. The 

villages and several junctions have cadres guard sure the entrance. words, and our switch to a 
byways, move back and forth along the ridge. go for a while, Another came to say hello, both on 
the right track and was scheduled, should not take. immediately, we replaced by another 
road.leading the way and hometown interval distance and nervous in turn eight seven crops Lane 
switch.  

At this point,produce a very comical absurdity : We are very sad Jinping] said : Dry? 
Weishenyao -- so called to a friend even to the bitter end, as in times of war? Such dramatic scenes, 
it was really funny, but Watching the villagers were tense expression that point that I would 
myself :kind of violence Jinping] said : We came here so let fear rule? villages, around 
noon,Jinping] said : who would not. In a village home, a few people around us,Chen Guangcheng 
describing the current situation and the villagers on the island. From their lips Chen Guangcheng I 
know about the current situation. Express two months, Chen Guangcheng was detained at his 
home in a small courtyard.not go out further. 24 hours a day, has 20% of very young man 
Shouzaimenkou.stop anybody who wants to enter the outsider. came to show us the way. 

 
We Chen Guangcheng walking home. approaching the gate of the hospital, and she sat there 

about 20 men scattered. We see,They are obviously a bit shocked, did not immediately stop. Also 
moving forward, they came up, overhanging our next block. We said,We Chen Guangcheng 
friends to see him. "Then the next! "A person with loudly scold.We go to the side of the office. Of 
course, we will not go. today, perceive our departing temporary Sovereign,I saw Chen 
Guangcheng into play. flapping about, and those who surround him,fight. Chen Guangcheng  
being blind cannot defend himself. He did not even know he was hit! We yelled "Don’t move."We 
started to push a few people on the side. see this, I said that we not Chen Guangcheng. She let 
your wife take their children, let us look at our immediate left. where their children are in a 
static-wai, Similarly, the road was blocked by a conference, she shouted shouted.  

 
Then, I saw Chen Guangcheng down on the ground.Several people are still fighting, I call up. 

in the confusion, the younger brother's wife, who Chen Guangcheng the children,run over. The 
newly world 100 days before the child is so strange and not cry, utter pretty eyes. Perhaps,She 
feels her father to see the crime scene. We bow our heads in cheek children, when suddenly I 
saw.Taishan mother that the amulet, she has been stitched into the clothes, the tears suddenly come 
out of Kouyan D. Then,Several officials have stuck to the back of Mo Yang, Li Ju asked us to hide, 
you Jinping] said :.come from? we pulled out of the side. We said that we left immediately, you 
desist.Let Chen Guangcheng back. They ignore. In this way, we can see that in the last moment, 
Chen Guangcheng still lie on the floor.beating continued. We were driven to a transfer of a bend to 
see the face of the two caravans.One of the four women on board.  

 
Then we realized that, perhaps because we are women, and hit a little fear,we have to be 

more "polite", immediately dispatched an emergency to deal with our women. We walked 



forward.stopped the car behind us, not catch up. come to the village, about 200 to 300 meters of 
road, 000 car along three or four,Some people like the police or officials that the edge of the 
village Road.Police also stopped a command vehicle. We really do not understand. What is all this 
for?  Chen Guangcheng is defenseless, so he offends some higher ups, it unleashes this?  What 
heavenly law did Chen Guangcheng break wasn’t he just telling the truth?  People who use this 
violence, the “truth” they uphold cannot really be true, can it?  

 
Chen Guang testimony: 
 
 Early October 2005, lawyers Xu Zhiyong from Beijing, Li Fang tried to visit Chen 

Guangcheng.and persuade the authorities to lift his house arrest.twice by a dozen unidentified 
persons attacked and beaten. With the help of more than 20 villagers in,Chen Guangcheng rushed 
out and winning met three minutes, they were beaten fiercely, almost wiped out a tooth. October 
24,Liang Xiaoyen Xihoumen Zhendong two pilots arrived in Linyi City Yinan Country Chen 
Guangcheng home village is located,Chen Guangcheng friends with the capacity to meet the 
requirements of Chen Guangcheng children. But Shouzaimenkou officials not to meet. Xihoumen 
town is led by the then vice-mayor Feng and Li-two cadres Xihoumen release of a dry town. Chen 
Guangcheng has happened in the house heard the yard.know is a friend to visit, so he rushed 
out.But a population that has been discharged beaten.  

 
The defense gets beaten in the seven gates.The government has spent eight of the thugs. Vice 

mayor Feng-cheng push gave himself also gave several light. In addition,Thus the thugs hiding 
behind the attack cadres Li-dry, and wearing leather shoes, feet Mengti Chen Guangcheng.Chen 
Guangcheng also tight fist to find the right temple. beside some villagers stayed, to clear the way : 
Li-dry.You can hit people bother! Li-dry : the ferocious beating. Henzou! interrupt legs.give him a 
go on! Encouraged by the Li-dry, then seven,Chen Guangcheng having beaten the original eight 
thugs have seized guy, some people pick up the stick, a stick with two hands thumb.Crude prevail 
and index finger together, takes a bench, violent assaults on Chen Guangcheng. Chen Guangcheng 
was knocked to the ground 5to six, who sustained multiple casualties. still bleeding right temple, 
left temple, eye pain has been made.witness the finger joints were injured.Even now also 
paralyzed. Yes legs made up the attack. Chen Guangcheng's wife also was beaten. In Chen 
Guangcheng injuries,He sent his family hope to be able to hospital for treatment, but was 
prevented)  

 
On November 30.Yinan Country not only from the city of Liunaichun retaliation, the third 

being held in administrative detention. 
 
December 27, Chen Guangcheng's wife Yuan Weijing being assaulted. February 3, 2006, the 

village was placed under surveillance Chen Guangcheng the thugs beat Chen, a mob beat 
impunity.Chen was beaten by the local police has been detained. 

 
February 5, 2006 (the first day of Spring Festival, stepped up another gear when the world 

with snow). Chen’s paternal grandmother, while argued with the top hatchet men in the village, 
fainted in the snow, village people immediately asked the guards of Chen to take her to the 



hospital for treatment. But the illegal guards with their three or four illegal vehicles refused. The 
villagers, very angry, clashed with them and pushed their vehicles into a ditch. Results of vehicle 
maintenance caused losses worth 5,315 yuan. 

 
At 7:00 on the evening of March 11, Chen Yu Chen Guangcheng neighbors to the roof of the 

store in the village itself, they were beat up and injured four hooded.The assailant then melted into 
the crowd Chen Guangcheng guards.Chen Guangcheng and Chen Yu victim (he was also a 
neighbor of Chen Guangcheng Chen Guangcheng cousin since February 5 Chen Guangcheng 
since lived under his protection in his home) and Chen Guangcheng's mother,Chen Guangcheng's 
brother, Chen Guangjun, Chen Guangcheng's wife Yuan Weijing five people in the village 
responsible persons to find things,But in the village could not be found, Chen Guangjun then later 
in the first proposal of the five went to the road and other cars.like riding routes to the county to 
build the leaders. 

 
Originally from the north side a small taxi Chen Guangcheng five people had not 

waved.heard people chanting in front of the "Do not they run," then pre-empt Xu Zhiyonge Sun 
Yinan Country Director of the Public Security Bureau went to a small taxi stopped in front.Let us 
not take it and continue riding. 

 
Sun Xu Zhiyonge Yinan Country Director of the Public Security Bureau led by 100 on 10 

long-term illegal police violence and restrictions on freedom of movement of Chen 
Guangcheng,one step ahead of blocking the road to stop the car, not allowed to leave the car for 
the family Yun Chen Guangcheng;it is because they fear Chen Guangcheng out of control in this 
county and the city to sit down for the direction of the car.may prompt Beijing to petition! 

 
Sun Xu Zhiyonge Yinan Country Director of the Public Security Bureau led by 100 on 10 

long-term illegal police violence and restrictions on freedom of movement of such a station Chen 
Guangcheng vehicles to block the road to catch the lift with someone else take Chen Guangcheng 
family of five people,The cars were stopped on both sides naturally a standstill. 

 
Inquiries pretending to Chen Guangcheng leadership of the city and county to find a family 

of five individuals,So with 100 on 10 long-term illegal police violence and restrictions on freedom 
of access to the home of Chen Guangcheng jointly on the road a three-hour speech about the 
dispute. 

 
Around 9:00 the evening of March 11, Chen Guangcheng, Chen Guangjun, Chen Yu was 

captured. 
 
March 12-March 14, public security officers in Yinan Country torture of Chen Guangcheng, 

Chen Guangcheng not sleep for three days.Chen Guangcheng this scum Police have refused food 
and water to protest these atrocities! 

 
April 2, Chen Guangcheng was illegally detained in Yinan Country Victoria resorts. 
 



April 2 to June 11 was officially sent Chen Guangcheng Yinan detention center,Chen 
Guangcheng was dozens of names of the town government are not working illegally detained by 
the police and the Public Security Bureau Training Center! 

 
Chen Guangcheng remember "there have been illegal actions against" officials "in Linyi city 

of Linyi City Public Security Bureau and vice mayor Liu Jie.Two Yinan Country Xihoumen town 
judicial cadres Li-Gan, deputy secretary of the town Shaffa Xihoumen double Yinan Country Tin 
(phonetic).Town vice-mayor Feng Xihoumen Yinan Country, Two Yinan Country Xihoumen 
Zhang Jianping, deputy secretary of the town (phonetic)Yinan Country Public Security chief Liu 
Shanzong yuan (phonetic).  

 
"May 8, 2006, commissioned by the families of Chen Guangcheng and Chen suspects and the 

so-called accomplices, Chen Guangdong.Mr Jiang also provided legal assistance to the six lawyers 
asked to meet with Chen Guangcheng Yinan others,PSB Yinan Country Chen Guangcheng do not 
reply.lawyers within 48 hours, also has refused to meet with two other accomplices, the so-called 
suspects. 

 
June 11, 2006.Yinan Country interrogation by the Public Security Bureau, disappeared three 

months away long Chen Guangcheng it was announced criminal detention. 
 
B Chen Guangcheng lawyers for the defendants have Li Jinsong from June 20 to June 

27.Senior Yinan Country Chen Guangcheng in Shandong contractor experience and the 
experiences of a few short days following review :  

 
1. June 20 at 2:30.I Su Bin Li and Chen Guangcheng and assistant counsel of another plea on his 
behalf-Ping Zhang Yinan Country Public Security Bureau in Shandong Criminal Police Battalion 
arrived at the third floor office will be Li Jinsong and stand-by letter asking to meet with lawyers 
and other evidence to the Director of the Office of Yann Ji Yin and Branch officers. Criminal 
Police Battalion left office, we went to Yinan Country legal section.I reported the matter to 
Hukezhang this tomorrow and I plan to visit Chen Guangcheng's mother asked her what the 
elderly have no wish to convey Chen Guangcheng. 
 
I remember a Hukechang told Hukezhang : the cell phone issue because there was a group of 
people in the village Dulu not allow outsiders to enter the village.If people insist on outsiders into 
this partnership is hit people.So if I am going to see if my mother really obstructed Chen 
Guangcheng was beaten, I will immediately send text messages to Hukezhang distress.18:28 pm 
the same evening, we live safely DONGFANG HOTEL 203 Yinan Country Housing. 
 
2.June 21 from Yinan Country again to the Public Security Bureau,Xieliwei mentors and legal 
section of the communication on related matters., At 11:10 hours, I received a notice from the 
Hutu group vice cell phone : LI,Now, you can go directly to the detention center, met with Chen 
Guangcheng.11:40 pm, Yinan Country Public Security Bureau detention house in the interview 
room and I see a lawyer Li-Hui Chen Guangcheng. 
 



Five police officers met with the scene,during the presence of several police officers "to put an 
immediate end to the meeting room Chen Guangcheng away from the" action.Suppression lawyer 
"Chen Guangcheng to know whether they had been involved in the alleged case."no clear answer 
to the crime committed themselves to stop the Chen Guangcheng "to the defense lawyers detailed 
statement of innocence."Chen Guangcheng stop "to counsel submits March 12 to June 10 
expiration of the police interrogation before being illegally detained Taking matters."To 12:30 pm, 
according to the relevant police officer's request, we concluded the meeting. 
 
3. June 6 and June 21 lawyers meeting, Chen Guangcheng five officers at the scene in front of the 
face.charged June 11 at the relevant investigators had conducted their own death threats claiming 
that "individuals can easily die in detention centers. Not long ago, a death that if you fail to 
recognize these two crimes can not live out of the detention center. Do not expect Beijing lawyer 
in order to rescue you, they have to pay up. " 
 
Five officers at the scene in front of the face, we commissioned two lawyers charged Chen 
Guangcheng oral investigators repeatedly abuses,insults and threats, including in Beijing on 
September 6, 2005 he was arrested and illegally detained. 
 
4. June 21, 2006, at 11:40 on June 21 to 12:30  I met with Chen Guangcheng and accepted his 
charges against the officers who had made death threats against him less than three hours before.  
Around 15:00, and several Chen Guangcheng with the villagers (one man and three women and 
one child) piece, City traffic Yinan Country Hotel in 206 packets between meals, seven 
unidentified men broke into the young stranger to trouble.having geological asked me what, in this 
what wants.I ask you : what are they saying? The other one very arrogant answer is : you do not 
ask me what. Indeed, one of them running pregnant belly to see that this is showing hooligans 
Muddling.So I bear with restraint and not to criticize them.After staying for a few minutes after 
the group left their own. 
But after half an hour, my mobile phone ringing, I have to be a direct target of death threats over 
the phone. 
June 21, 2006 at 15:21 pm, I received a telephone death threats directed at me.This death threats 
Li Jinsong as follows : Telephone recording :  
 
Hello?Color : Your child killer Linyi (Shandong dialect most awful), you want to die, yes. Li 
Jinsong : Hello? 
Linyi killer : Do you think you are right. 
Li Jinsong : Hello?Linyi killer : You elected me. 
Li Jinsong : Do you turn to? 
Linyi killer : I find you, you blame inflation saturation (Shandong dialect : arrogant opinion), yes. 
Li Jinsong : you do not know me? 
Linyi killer : I do not know you, I know you can do it, you blame Blockhouse (Shandong dialect : 
Italy is very pleased to flow), yes.A : I am not  
Li Jinsong Hydraulic.Linyi strange Blockhouse killer : I know you, you are not living 203 to die 
and strange Blockhouse Yes, the bar tonight tells you to death in your letter, in which eat 
drink.strange Blockhouse Yes. 



Li Jinsong : You are not wrong phone? 
Linyi killer : no referrals, you say.Li Jinsong : Do you know who I am? 
Linyi killer : who you are, who you say you are, who you say you are. 
Li Jinsong : I was Li Jinsong lawyer, wherever you are?Where is the killer : You  
Linyi. 
Li Jinsong : Beijing.Linyi is Li Jinsong killer : I know that you and I will find you. 
Li Jinsong : Linyi you? 
Linyi killer : Do not blame inflation in Linyi suffered for you and me, damn you eat drink here, 
we are almost embarrassed to death.203 is not living, you are looking for trouble, yes. 
Li Jinsong : You said the word is not clear enough.Linyi killer : You are not looking for trouble 
that way is not living enough.Li Jinsong : what are you saying? 
Linyi is the killer : you live enough bars.Li Jinsong : drinking pig?Linyi killer : I said you. 
Li Jinsong : Please speak Putonghua, I could not hear your accent. 
Linyi killer : Do not simply could not clearly understand simply could not clearly understand, I am 
not here, and you say inflation saturation, there is still eat drink on the odd cow B. Yes,Linyi is 
strange Blockhouse you die, you look tonight I believe that if you look at your inflation bun, I 
parade.If you do not live in DONGFANG HOTEL, yes, other inflation-feeding, you and I 
said!This clearly and directly hit me on the cell phone who I also know I live in the house 
DONGFANG HOTEL 203 death threats over the phone.from 0539-7902467.My cell phone, which 
I only told the relevant work of the local police officers. 
 
5, At 21:02 the evening of June 21 2006, I received a short message for help informed :Chen 
Guangcheng's mother now dependent home of Chen Guangcheng, who has more than 70 elderly 
people at home today vomiting for a day 
The family went to the hospital to give her the treatment of the elderly, but some people need to 
re-examine the above-ground extension request obstacle so far.I At 21:46 I have a phone 
conversation with Chen Guangcheng fourth brother’s wife and learn that Chen Guangcheng’s 
mother is ill mothers are also sick today really do not go to hospital for medical treatment.because 
the people are not allowed to reply, said that has not been allowed to return. "Fourth brother’s wife 
dawn tomorrow if I tell when someone sent her to the hospital, then please stop immediately 
telephoned me, I will immediately came over.22:05 pm, telling Yuanweijing again calls the 
"mother is not uncomfortable light that the people who own,worried that this might happen to her 
mother's body. "Hearing this, I have been worried about the matter in limbo., I 23 :Yinan Country 
PSB to 40%, were four cell phone, I told my conscience and the law still feel in my heart to look 
at friends of the four police officers (Yinan Country legal section Xieliwei instructors.Hu Ke 
Zhang Yinan Country legal section, the Public Security Bureau in Yinan Country Criminal Police 
Battalion Hu, deputy head of a strong,Li Yan, director of the Office of Criminal Police Battalion 
Yinan Country PSB), issued a message for help.Following is the transcript of the messages help Li 
Jinsong contractors Chen Guangcheng arrested in case of emergencies : report :Chen 
Guangcheng's mother was informed just now Chen Guangcheng dependent, and elderly people at 
home and vomiting for a day.The family went to the hospital to give her the treatment of the 
elderly, but some people need to re-examine the above-ground extension request obstacle so far.I 
hereby appeal to responsible people who cried out : as a woman with your scoundrels.Chen 
Guangcheng allowed for the immediate family, "Chen Guangcheng's mother sent to hospital for 



treatment as soon as possible."Moreover, if you allow Tonight Chen Guangcheng mother promptly 
went to the hospital for treatment, and I can promise :Chen Guangcheng mother in physical 
rehabilitation, I do not see who has more than 70 years of the elderly.Otherwise,Tomorrow I go to 
a courtyard in Yinan Country Party School and to visit his mother at all Chen Guangcheng escort 
Chen Guangcheng mother to the hospital for treatment.Please could you, "I will make every effort 
to help this message to the person in charge promptly report." 
 
6, I was very pleased to read : four police officers to receive some help to my message.Message 
content and promptly reported to the responsible person!Therefore, the night 1.34%Chen 
Guangcheng Yinan Country Party School of Sichuan where the leaders will personally go to a 
home and arranged for a Chen Guangcheng dependent Yinan Country Party School of handlebar 
Chen Guangcheng mother sent to hospital for medical treatment! 
 
7, However, the great number of unexpected : 2006 on the 6th at 15:32 pm on the 22nd.Yinan 
Country Public Security Battalion DONGFANG HOTEL where the three police officers in our 
203 rooms,Yinan Country legal section Xieliwei mentors to have a report to the public security 
bureau official said late night sent messages to their own Li Jinsong shout themselves as public 
security officers and interfered with the normal life of the ground during the break,send a formal 
written notice to call me, I should forcibly brought to the Public Security Bureau.Let me first of 
the three officers, I request on behalf of Chen Guangcheng's Procuratorate, was charged on June 
11, 2006 Chen Guangcheng threat "in the detention centers dead person is very easy.Not long ago, 
a death that if you fail to recognize these two crimes can not live out of the detention center.Do not 
expect Beijing to rescue the lawyers, who have been arrested ", I went to the Public Security 
Bureau to handle interrogation.Was rejected immediately removed.Yinan Country unit in the 
Office of Public Security has to be questioned until about 9:30 p.m., the officer told :Yinan 
Country Li Jinsong suddenly recognized leaders in charge of the public security bureau issued 
emergency messages to the four police officers the night of disrupted lives of others, Li Jinsong 
the four-day detention order decision.However, taking into account the special status also Li 
Jinsong at the initiative before they were summoned at 9 :00% send text messages to apologize to 
thank the four officers, a good attitude.So not be made official detention notice Li Jinsong can 
now go directly back to the guesthouse. 
 
Summoned up when it is necessary. Before leaving the police station to return to the guesthouse, I 
explicitly told the police detention center : If I was not detained.Tomorrow I will see to the village 
located Chen Guangcheng Chen Guangcheng's wife Yuan Weijing deliberations bail matters.Chen 
Guangcheng, whether this trip home is more dangerous! 
 
8.  June 22 at 21:48 safely back to my hotel. .After two hours, "the cameras themselves Yinan 
Country Public Security Bureau office in the evening on the second floor,has been tracking own 
more than 10 hooliganism, the presence of police officers grabbed surface damage "Cheng Hai 
lawyers returned to the guesthouse.I asked that details of Cheng Hai house lawyers.But less than 
10 minutes.This dozen hooliganism then ran into the room and having the doors closed to block 
the entrance of Cheng Hai lawyers do not let us go and call the police.forcibly taken from the 
hands of lawyers Cheng Hai cell phone after a while, the lawyers claimed Cheng Hai cameras 



have photographed over this one.Bar fights Cheng Hai reached around one hour siege, which did 
not end until the left Lawyer Cheng Hai at 1:13 AM.  
 
9. I want to take a taxi from Yinan Country Chen Guangcheng located city to see the village Chen 
Guangcheng Chen Guangcheng's wife Yuan Weijing and her application for bail to negotiate such 
things.But from the 205 National Road to the junction Chen Guangcheng home villages.Dozens of 
vehicles were not always turn out to contain the men and women to live their own identity.Several 
sit in the cab's license was not always turn out rogue male forcibly breaking off their own 
identity,I was always afraid to turn out 10 to position themselves unable to stop rogue identity of 
the woman entered the village. 
 
Chen Guangcheng's wife Yuan Weijing and freedom of movement has not always turn out to be 
dozens of rogue own gender identity illegal restrictions not long out of the village to come and 
meet me (since last October onwards.Chen Guangcheng and Yuanweijing was not always turn out 
that dozens of men and women rogue own identity violence plugging unable to leave the village to 
go out in their own home. and the junction of their home villages has not always turn out to be 
dozens of men and women own identity long blockade of violence. Li Fang Chen Guangcheng 
lawyers and friends of the Haidian District in Beijing in October last year to 10,106 deputies to 
visit Chen Guangcheng and Chen Guangcheng Yuanweijing home,was not always turn out that 
dozens of men and women rogue plugging their own identity siege assault) 
 
10. June 26, I heard that Chen Guangcheng has been officially approved the arrest.I never even 
saw a copy of the arrest, unsure of its authenticity. 
 
So I and assistant Lee Subin motorists on June 27 from 12 noon again drove to the 205 National 
Road to the junction Chen Guangcheng home.Chen Guangcheng Yuanweijing go home to find 
copies of the arrest or the implementation of this notice to discuss the bail and other related 
matters. 
 
11. The car just junctions, it was not always turn out dozens of the men and women rogue own 
identity closure blocked.Some women are forced to stop rogue initial over us to get off; I have 
repeatedly called in a 110 alarm.Then a few rogue men to draw up the arrogance that we get off, 
"stripping them of their clothes and brand them with stripes."I quickly locked the doors and 
windows, stay in the car waiting for police officers to 110.These thugs are actually sitting in the 
car waiting for 110 police officers ignored me and my assistant to the life and death of Lee Su 
Bin,furthermore our belts in a car!Before the arrival of the police, the gang of thugs car back to 
square one again.However, the right body and the roof has been destroyed and numerous injuries, 
lost far more than 5,440 yuan.12, four policemen, I still stranded in the presence of police officers 
to testify against the scene to talk to the dozens of vehicles hit by thugs the officer and asked all 
those thugs back to the police station or at least the condition of the scene and I was still in the 
market pictures of the alleged suspect photographed.I explain to the police, because I had no 
knowledge of this gang of thugs, and when they are released.I certainly could not find those 
allegations future criminal suspects. 
 



Police said they could not bring my camera to answer.I returned from my car out of my camera 
bundle luggage, camera and handed it to police, asking them to take heed.However, the police 
refused to accept my camera.So, I only take their own sets the scene.At this time, the presence of 
even a few men and four police officers face thugs snatched my camera.I punched in the face and 
hit me with the door squeeze card body, a swollen injury to my right lower quadrant, with glasses 
smashed and landing., No. 1931, a mob in front of your four police officers over the face,With 
snatched the camera from my hands, riding a motorcycle and left the scene.I immediately asked 
officers at the scene quickly to arrest the current looters!However, he did tell me that four police 
officers ignored the strong demand,bear to allowing several dozen thugs from Rongrong from one 
to leave the scene and return freely.I saw these four security officials and was severely beaten and 
treatedI was arrested for criminal acts video cameras existing criminals were also snatched away 
by criminals to get away.but it has not been carried out according to law "is the presence of those 
they face criminals for robbery and criminal behavior will stop when all of its numbers of" duties. 
 
17.July 6, I was presented with Speedpost, "the report charged letter" and "criminal acts at the 
scene at that time, some of the pictures criminals" to Yinan Country Public Security 
Bureau.Report to the public security organs charged again for this gang of thugs "intentional 
(directly or indirectly) to kill (attempted) offenseintentional damage to property (FIT Honda cars), 
robbery (camera) crimes "act!And inform the public security organs "were 2-3 this gang of thugs 
vandalized cars Honda FIT material.Now, I have retained. If I need to add further clues or 
evidence relevant facts and evidence,I hoped that public security organs in a timely written notice 
"!But until today, no one in Shandong province public security bureau Yinan Country contact with 
me. 
 
C.  Zhang Lihui lawyer from August 17 to August 18 the following experience and the 
experiences recalled : 
 
1. 11:43 pm the evening of 16 August 2006, and Li Jinsong my lawyer,Li Fang lawyers riding on a 
train to Beijing for Linyi.Li Fangping as together with the accompanying met with the 
lawyer.Linyi arrived at the train station the next morning nearly 11 o'clock.City Yinan Country 
cars directly to the three of us fighting in the east guesthouse, guest houses, we have Dr. XU 
ZHIYONG.He arrived on the 16th of Yinan.After resting for a while because we each travel 
fatigue. 

At 15:00 on the 17th, we went to four Yinan Country Court.Yinan Country arrived at the 
court, the judges bench Wang (presiding), foreign judges (judges) to receive us.We look forward 
to receiving the judge's Procuratorate new evidence, including a lawyer, confessed,Three of 
witness testimony and audio-visual materials stored on the CD-R.When we ask when making 
copies of the audio-visual materials were rejected. 

The new evidence submitted by the prosecution and the trial court the following day is still 
difficult to decide whether XU ZHIYONG refused permission Chen Guangcheng designated by 
the Principal Defender XU ZHIYONG appearanceI left around 4:00 and Li Fangping at the 
detention center of Yinan Country came to the court to meet with Chen Guangcheng.arrived at the 
detention center at 16:15 hours.We submitted to the meeting procedures.A detention center staff 
who had been on trial was being Procuratorate said Chen Guangcheng, let us wait.After about half 



an hour, we asked why not let us see.The office staff to enable us to find a leader of the detention 
center.So we went outside the office, but the office except one is no alternative to typing 
others.asked its director there, she met the leaders go, so we met inside the reception office. We 
return to the reception desk, the chief of staff told us the meeting must approve or squadron.We 
certainly have not seen a Chen Guangcheng%.However, as the parties responsible, we have to 
wait until 18:30 before leaving office hours.However, we have not seen Procuratorate staff, we 
told the staff meeting tomorrow morning we will continue to ask.Return to the guesthouse after 
XU ZHIYONG, Li Fang calm on the outside, I eat a dumpling parlors. Li Jinsong lawyers for the 
second day in Beijing First Intermediate People's Court to have a court hearing to have left 
Beizhai Linyi arrives.  

 
After dinner when we had just three out of the gate, six unidentified bouncers when 

suddenly surrounded us.and against Xu Zhiyong before he stole the packages began to push 
Sang feet trample.Xu Zhiyong said that simply do not know how else you want to fight on 
the sets and bars. I told them, and Li Fangping theory was immediately surrounded by several 
others.About 20 minutes later, 110 police officers (which we reported), and claimed a total of six 
people Xu Zhiyong packages stolen away from the person.I have just returned to the guesthouse 
and Li Fangping soon Police used the pretext of stealing six associates have brought us to the 
police profession Yinan Country Lake police station.Li Fang, and I was in control of the police 
station for two hours, the transcripts were done.The next morning, I again went to Fang Li Yinan 
Country detention center and asked to meet with Chen.Chen Guangcheng emergency like this and 
agreed Chen Guangcheng originally designated to be the primary defender Xu Zhiyong is being 
held court may not be able to advocate,Counsel Reauthorization process needs to be Li Jinsong so 
court's main defender.This gate guards do not allow us even to the reception area and claimed to 
be met with approval.Yesterday, we went to the detention center in addition to office staff who 
have no typing others, we strongly request,typist for a few telephone calls, tell us elected leader, 
who was said to be the leader of the decision.We met several times a hard, but this is more until 
10:00.12:30 or so, I continue to industry lawyers and Li Jinsong the police station to demand the 
release of 10,106 lakes.Police have even gained the release of the police station told us that we 
could not continue to believe that until around 3:00,July 8 unidentified officer who has been 
attacked in the incident to the police station!Chen Guangcheng day of the trial ended around 16:30, 
17:30 or so,Xu Zhiyong were released circles Lake Hotel and we went to the police station to 
join.Tonight, we left Yinan. 

 
Third, the lawyers are on the following relevant evidence before the court to 

cross-examine the prosecution views. 
 
1. Chen Yu on a lawyer's testimony transcripts.The lawyers brought to the court's attention 

the following facts : A,2006 years at 17:38 on September 8,The lawyer received a Chen 
Guangcheng gathered for a criminal case in order to disrupt traffic in the two most crucial 
prosecution witness, one of the Chen Yu Chen Yu Chen Guangjun a phone call.Phone : Chen Yu 
told the lawyers themselves were arrested on March 11,tied to chairs and torture by the police for 
interrogation for five days and five nights sleep.Own in this state during this period under the 
signature and the words inside the interrogation transcripts, and I said sure, there are differences.I 



only said a few words but they write a lot.Then they take turns interrogating me with a question 
they can ask you a thousand times, asking for your trouble.I feel that time to know what they think 
are the basic aim is to Chen Guangcheng they blame.In fact, Chen Guangcheng told us not to 
talk.We want to ride on the road to the county, and it simply does not want to block the traffic 


